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Program Evaluation 
Survey of Mistakes – Answer Key 

 
The following pages present a hypothetical evaluation tool that was intentionally created by the School of Medicine’s 
Office of Assessment and Evaluation (OAE) to reflect common mistakes made when designing a survey, and to reflect the 
majority of mistakes listed in the companion document entitled, “Mistakes in Survey Design and Item Writing – Quick Tips 
Guide.” This answer key notes the common mistakes in the context of this particular hypothetical evaluation tool. If you 
wanted the opportunity to identify the mistakes in the evaluation tool before reviewing the quick tips guide or this answer 
key, access the companion document entitled, “Survey of Mistakes – Find the Mistakes.”  
 
OAE welcomes your feedback. If you wish to provide feedback related to this resource or to the two companion 
resources, please complete our Feedback Form for Resources – Mistakes in Survey Design and Item Writing. 

https://jhmi.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_9nsi4mhsG7KiCFv
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Course Evaluation 

 

tjohn196
Sticky Note
In general, when developing both assessment and evaluation tools, we want to ask the right questions, in the right way, about the right things, of the right people, at the right time (adapted from Crossley & Jolly 2012).The tool's introductory statement implies that this is the first time that students are being asked for their feedback about the course. Given that eight months have passed, we might be concerned about memory issues, which is a potential problem associated with the validity (or accuracy) of the responses.Crossley J, Jolly B. Making sense of work-based assessment: Ask the right questions, in the right way, about the right things, of the right people. Med Educ 2012;46:28-37.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
These instructions can likely be viewed as incomplete, especially given the subsequent item that asks for an identifiable piece of information such as email address. Consider providing a rationale for collecting identifiable data, and explaining who will and will not have access to identifiable data. The introduction at least presents the purpose of collecting data (i.e., to assist with future program planning and improvement); however, the "I" references are likely better reflected by the use of "We," which further emphasizes the need to describe who will have access to various forms of data (e.g., raw vs aggregated data; identifiable vs de-identified data). Program evaluation tools also often include an estimated time for completion, and contact information for asking questions or providing additional feedback.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
Whether this tool is disseminated on paper or electronically, we need to offer sufficient space for item responses. We also need to give careful consideration to the reasons why we request identifiable information. If it is important to obtain these types of data in conjunction with a program evaluation tool, consider if they may be obtained by other means. For example, many web-based tools can be disseminated directly to respondents via their email addresses. Once we have linked their responses to that key piece of information, we can tie their data to other known data (e.g., gender, ethnicity, race, program of study). Just remember to disclose this to respondents.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
Give careful consideration to why demographic data are needed in conjunction with a program evaluation tool. For example, do we want to ensure that we end up with a representative sample of respondents, or do we expect responses to vary by these types of characteristics?Additionally, be sure that all response option lists are exhaustive; not all respondents will identify with one of these two options. For small lists, a fully exhaustive list of options is appropriate; for longer lists or lists of unknown length, addition of an "Other (please specify)" category may be sufficient to allow for an exhaustive list.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
Offer definitions of terms when there is the potential for ambiguity; respondents are apt to interpret what is meant by "international student" in very different ways. Like so many of the other mistakes in this survey, this presents a potential problem associated with the validity (or accuracy) of data and our subsequent interpretations or conclusions. The best time to discover that our items are ambiguous is during the pilot testing process.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
There are multiple mistakes in this one item. Negatively worded items or questions may be confusing to respondents, or respondents may accidentally overlook the instance of "not." If an item must be worded in this fashion for a very good reason, consider calling attention to the instance of "not" through bold-facing, underlining, and/or capitalizing. In this particular instance, the question may be perceived as accusatory or biased, especially if the expectation was to attend lectures in person.The response option list (1) is not exhaustive, as there is no 0 (zero) option, and (2) presents options that overlap (e.g., 3 appears in the ranges of two options). The response options are also continuous data collapsed into arbitrary categories. Unless there is a very good reason to present continuous data options as categorical ranges, allow for respondents to provide precise responses. Once data are collected, collapsing of continuous data may then be considered (again, when there is good reason). 
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tjohn196
Sticky Note
Let's first just assume that it is important to understand students' use of resources to prepare only for the final exam in an 8-month period, since no other items appear on this evaluation tool related to use of resources during the course.The response option list is not exhaustive, and given that an exhaustive list may be (1) too long, and (2) very challenging to create given unknown resources, inclusion of an "Other (please specify)" option would be helpful. Additionally, the response options are presented in a biased order, presenting the instructor's resources first, as though they are most important, most valuable, or most popular. Best practice for the presentation of response option lists on both assessment and evaluation tools is the following: If response options can't be obviously ordered by following some logical rationale (e.g., presenting numerical values in ascending order, 1. 22, 2. 45, 3. 89, 4. 117), then present all response option lists in alphabetical order. We will avoid biased sequencing this way.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
Since the list of response options is identical here as in the previous item, the incomplete nature and biased presentation of the list are also mistakes here. The additional concern for this item is the rating scale, as it is also biased or imbalanced. There are more positive options than there are negative options (i.e., there are no options for the counterparts to very good and excellent). This is not always a mistake, but there needs to be a very good reason to bias a rating scale in this manner. If students believed that one or more of these resources were very poor or extremely poor, their only option is to choose the option poor.Since the item asks respondents to rate the level of effectiveness, this rating scale could be improved by presenting the following scale: Not at all effective, Slightly effective, Moderately effective, Very effective, Extremely effective. One last thought for this item: If this evaluation tool was disseminated through a web-based system with good logic functionality, consider presenting to a respondent only those resources that were selected in the prior item. 

tjohn196
Sticky Note
This series of three open-ended items seems out of place here in the middle of the evaluation tool. Give careful consideration to both the placement and number of broad or global open-ended items in surveys. Broad open-ended items like this that allow for a wide range of responses may be better placed at the end of the survey. Responses to open-ended items are often a rich source of substantive and informative data, but the perceived burden on respondents may be too high if there are numerous open-ended items (three is likely not too many but, again, pilot testing the instrument ought to be informative here). Open-ended items may also require time-intensive qualitative data review and analysis.Like the email address item on the first page of the tool, there is insufficient space in which to write or type a response. If you have ever been presented with a small text box like this in an online survey, and you typed a fair amount of text, then you have experienced the single, run-on line of text that makes it very challenging to review or edit your response. This can be frustrating to respondents and lead to incomplete or erroneous responses, or incomplete surveys as respondents may opt to close the survey altogether. Lastly, careful consideration must also be given to the phrasing of open-ended items--what, exactly, do we need to learn from respondents, and what is the best way to present an item to ensure that we learn what we needed to learn to inform future program planning and improvement? During pilot testing here, for example, we may learn that respondents interpret the words "most" and "least" as allowing for only one item to be presented. Also, to keep respondents on the same train of thought, some open-ended items ask about what didn't work and suggestions for improving what didn't work together in the same item.There isn't one definitive right way to go about item writing or placement on surveys--this is why pilot testing is so important. We have to learn what makes sense for our particular contexts, purposes, and populations of respondents.
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tjohn196
Sticky Note
In general, offer rating scales that actually rate the construct of interest. Indeed, the prompt asks for the respondent to indicate a level of agreement, but the individual statements actually ask about levels of confidence and amounts of instruction and resources. The rating scale for the first four items could be improved by the following: Not at all confident, Slightly confident, Moderately confident, Very confident, Extremely confident. The rating scale for the last two items could be improved by the following: Significantly too little, Too little, Just enough, Too much, Significantly too much; or by Significantly too few, Too few, Just enough, Too many, Significantly too many. The item series prompt and individual item prompts would, of course, need to be modified to align with these new rating scales.If a scale of agreement is truly the appropriate scale for one or more rating items, then carefully consider the number of points needed on the scale and the text labels that accompany them. In this example, the use of "Ambivalent" may be problematic, as some people correctly interpret this word to mean having mixed feelings, which implies that this category means Somewhat agree/Somewhat disagree (but we never want respondents to have to infer what we meant). Some people, however, mistakenly believe that this word means having no feelings or opinion, which is very different than having mixed feelings, or holding both views simultaneously. If it is important for us to know if respondents honestly have no opinion about something, then we need to offer them a separate category for that instance. Also, consider that the presentation of Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree may lead to biased responses.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
This series of pre-post items is potentially problematic for two reasons: (1) given that eight months have elapsed since the beginning of the course, memory issues and bias associated with general history and maturation can interfere with the validity of responses; if we want to know what people think and feel prior to an event, it is usually best for us to ask prior to the event; and (2) these items are all "double-barreled," meaning that they require assessing two elements with only one rating (i.e., organized and efficient; relevant and thorough). Certainly, we can envision a student engaging in physical exam procedures that are relevant, but that might not be thorough. If respondents feel that their skills differ between these two elements, how are they supposed to weight those beliefs to choose only one rating that cumulatively describes both?The double-barreled nature of the last two items is also present (i.e., history and physical). Additional considerations to make here may include whether or not we need additional information from respondents (e.g., are there markedly different levels of exposure to instruction, given required vs optional events, and/or diversity in preceptor experiences?; are students aware of all of the resources made available to them--would understanding that help make sense of feedback indicating that resources were too few in number, difficult to access, and so forth?).

tjohn196
Sticky Note
This item is biased in multiple ways--"take advantage," "valuable," and presentation of the "Yes" response first.
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tjohn196
Sticky Note
These instructions should be improved by specifying which number is to be used to indicate the most and least important items, and that each number may be used only once (if you don't want to permit ties). Some respondents will assume we intended the number 1 to indicate the most important item, but other respondents will think of this as assigning point values to items, and choose the number 10 to indicate the most important item.Regarding the list of 10 items to rank, there are several problems here: (1) illogical or potentially biased order; alphabetize lists like this if there isn't an otherwise logical order; (2) non-exhaustive list; if important to know if respondents believed something was more important than this closed list of items, then present one or more "Other (please specify)" options; (3) lack of parallel language (e.g., some items begin with a verb, whereas other items begin with a noun); (4) some items make assumptions about or specify the quality of the experience (e.g., frustration with credentialing process, driving far to preceptor), whereas others are stated in general terms (e.g., availability of mentor, relationships with others); and (5) respondents are apt to have difficulty ranking long lists of items; we may be able to easily rank our top three and bottom three selections on lists like this (pilot test to be sure). Due to the general nature of some of the items, it may be difficult to understand exactly what it is about an item that makes it important or not for respondents. For example, consider the item, "Complexity of patient cases"--whether it is ranked as important or not, what can we know for certain once we review the rankings from respondents? Probably not much. Does its level of importance relate to the fact that students prefer more advanced cases, in general, or that students prefer a balance of easy/intermediate/advanced or common/uncommon/rare cases, or that students prefer exposure to patient cases in ways that align with their level of readiness, or something else altogether? We couldn't possibly know since the item is written in these very vague terms.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
This rating scale doesn't align with the construct being measured by the question (degree to which the respondent feels prepared), ten points on a scale is typically too many for respondents, and the numerical values 2-9 present no information by which to judge level of preparedness. Some survey designers advocate for scales like this, but they are generally problematic for respondents. If a question, indeed, requests information that can be objectively quantified (e.g., how many miles did you run last week?), then numerical responses are entirely appropriate. For the measurement of constructs such as confidence, effectiveness, and preparedness, aligning feelings with numbers is usually difficult and arbitrary. During pilot testing of an instrument that presents a scale like this to respondents, they are apt to ask what the values 2-9 mean. Certainly, adjectives and adverbs used as labels on rating scales such as "slightly," "somewhat," "excellent," "poor," "usually," "frequently," are open to interpretation by respondents, but they describe levels in ways that respondents understand. On the back-end following data collection, numerical codes for text rating scale categories facilitate data analysis; however, carefully consider whether or not you need respondents to see those numerical codes on the survey.This type of scale could be improved by the following: Not at all prepared, Slightly prepared, Moderately prepared, Very prepared, Extremely prepared. A new item stem could read, "Rate the extent to which you feel prepared to perform each of the following tasks with future patients." If we really wanted to understand, though, how effective the course was at preparing learners for each of the tasks, we could instead present, "Rate the effectiveness of this course to prepare you to perform each of the following tasks with future patients," and then present a scale of effectiveness.

tjohn196
Sticky Note
Similar to the list above, the items in this list are presented in an illogical or potentially biased order, and they lack parallel language. Consider spelling out acronyms, as well.




